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Abstract 

 
The main goal of this project was an educational goal, to develop, deploy, and monitor a                

full-stack application that can be used later as a showcase and help me to progress in my                 

career. The used stack is in demand and there are a lot of opportunities and different projects                 

where these technologies like React and Node.js can be used. The second goal was to create                

an application that will be used for a real business and help improve the current user experience                 

and the overall performance. 
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Introduction 
 
 

The topic chosen for this project was the creation of a new website for a family-owned                

business - Apartment Dimac. The old website https://dimac.hr is slightly outdated, slow, and not              

very scalable. It is run on WordPress and hosted on shared service. The new web application is                 

modern, fully responsive with better performance creating using MERN stack.  

 

MERN Stack is a JavaScript Stack that is used for easier and faster deployment of               

full-stack web applications. MERN Stack comprises 4 technologies namely: MongoDB, Express,           

React, and Node.js. It is designed to make the development process smoother and easier. All               

the mentioned technologies will be further discussed in the next chapters. 

 

Several APIs are used in this project to enhance the functionality of the web application,               

like DocuSign for the check-in process and handling the payments and Contentful API for blog               

management. The design and the content were used mostly from the old website, but there are                

also some changes so the old WordPress page and the new MERN application are slightly               

different in the content and branding sense.  

 

The project was done in two months using AGILE development where all the steps were               

divided into sprints. The first part of the project was focused on the front-end and then later                 

backend functionality was added. The application is deployed on Heroku and monitored by             

several different tools. All the testing was done successfully in the development stage. The              

performance review can be found in the testing section with the comparison of the old website. 
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Background Review 
 
 
 

The first part of the project as mentioned before was focused on the content of the web                 

application and the frontend which is developed using the React framework and its ecosystem.  

 

 

Chart 1: Tasks per stages - Frontend part is marked by green color 

 

Created by Author 

 
 

This project is related to the travel industry so benchmarking was done to see how other                

related businesses are interacting with potential customers over their web sites and apps to get               

an overview of good and bad practices.  
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We compared with small Airbnb businesses in Croatia, but also with the big service              

providers like Airbnb and Booking.com. 

Booking.com is the largest accommodation booking site in the world with traveler-friendly            

cancellation policies and instantly bookable inventory and intuitive UI. Airbnb is a travel app              

designed for apartment rental opportunities all over the world.  

Airbnb provides a tempting solution for owners of property and people seeking            

short-term accommodation. It’s a digital platform serving as a marketplace and interactive            

environment for ‘hosts’, people who earn by letting out their property to ‘guests’, who, in their                

turn, are seeking to enhance their round-the-globe experiences by booking inexpensive hosted            

accommodation and having an opportunity to interact with locals. The platform operates in over              

190 countries worldwide.  1

 
Image 1: Apartment Dimac on Airbnb 

 
Created by author 

1 Airbnb, Available at: https://aribnb.com, Accessed 25/06/2020 
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The goal of the application is to offer an interactive platform like mentioned above so the                

potential users can easily book the accommodation and other services provided on different             

devices. 

 

MERN Stack 

 
MERN is the acronym for MongoDB, Express JS, React JS, and Node JS. The MERN               

stack is a combination of the above technologies, all based on JavaScript, used to build               

advanced web applications. It is an open-source full-stack development framework i.e. it            

provides entire front-end to back-end development components.  

Some of the advantages of MERN stack: 

1. Faster Web App Development Process 

2. Efficient Third-Party Plugins  

3. Easy Code Maintenance 

4. Flexible Architecture 

 

 
Image 2: MERN Stack 

 
Source: Pinterest, https://www.pinterest.fr/pin/829225350123225796/ 
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Node.js & Express 

 
Node JS is an open-source, cross-platform, JavaScript runtime environment. It allows us            

to run JavaScript code outside the browser, on the server-side. Node JS accesses the Node               

Package Manager (NPM), which hosts a large number of private and public packages, and is as                

well utilized for publishing Node JS projects. All the used packages will be mentioned in the next                 

sections. 

 

Express is the most popular Node web framework and is the underlying library for              

several other popular Node web frameworks. It provides mechanisms to: 

● Write handlers for requests with different HTTP verbs at different URL paths            

(routes). 

● Integrate with "view" rendering engines to generate responses by inserting data           

into templates. 

● Set common web application settings like the port to use for connecting, and the              

location of templates that are used for rendering the response. 

● Add additional request processing "middleware" at any point within the request           

handling pipeline. 

 

While Express itself is fairly minimalist, developers have created compatible middleware           

packages to address almost any web development problem. There are libraries to work with              

cookies, sessions, user logins, URL parameters, POST data, security, and many more.  2

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Mozilla Developers, Available at: 
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Learn/Server-side/Express_Nodejs/Introduction , Accessed 27/06/2020 
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React 

 

React is an open-source JavaScript library for building user interfaces. It is maintained             

by Facebook and a community of individual developers and companies. React code is made of               

entities called components. Components can be rendered to a particular element in the DOM              

using the React DOM library. When rendering a component, one can pass in values that are                

known as "props". React can also render on the server using Node and power mobile apps                

using React Native.  3

Some of the advantages of React: 

1. It boosts productivity and facilitates further maintenance 

2. SEO friendly 

3. Fast rendering 

4. Stable code 

5. Maintained by a Facebook 

 

MongoDB 

 

MongoDB is an open-source document database and one of the most used NoSQL             

databases. MongoDB is written in C++. In this project cloud version, MongoDB Atlas is being               

used.  

Advantages of MongoDB over RDBMS 

1. Schema-less − MongoDB is a document database in which one collection holds            

different documents. The number of fields, content, and size of the document can             

differ from one document to another. 

2. The structure of a single object is clear. 

3. No complex joins. 

4. Deep query-ability. MongoDB supports dynamic queries on documents using a          

document-based query language that's nearly as powerful as SQL. 

5. Tuning. 

3 React, Available at: https://reactjs.org/ , Accessed 27/06/2020 
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1. Ease of scale-out − MongoDB is easy to scale.  4

 

MongoDB stores BSON documents, i.e. data records, in collections; the collections in            

databases. The collection is the same as a table in SQL databases. The example below shows                

how to insert values in the inventory collection. 

 

db.inventory.insertMany([ 

   { item: "journal", qty: 25, size: { h: 14, w: 21, uom: "cm" }, status: "A" }, 

   { item: "notebook", qty: 50, size: { h: 8.5, w: 11, uom: "in" }, status: "A" }, 

   { item: "paper", qty: 100, size: { h: 8.5, w: 11, uom: "in" }, status: "D" }, 

   { item: "planner", qty: 75, size: { h: 22.85, w: 30, uom: "cm" }, status: "D" }, 

   { item: "postcard", qty: 45, size: { h: 10, w: 15.25, uom: "cm" }, status: "A" } 

]); 

 

DocuSign API 

DocuSign is the most widely used eSignature and Digital Transaction Management           

platform in the world. It offers hundreds of integrations with other services and provides different               

features like payment API via Stripe which is used in this project. E-signature API is used for the                  

Check-In process. DocuSign provides several SDKs like one for Node.js which speeds up the              

development process. 

The biggest advantage of DocuSign is that it offers the users different options to send,               

sign, or approve documents. It helps in organizing and storing the documents by significantly              

reducing the amount of actual paperwork. 

It has an enormous environmental impact on saving the forests and promoting other             

successful green initiatives. 

4  Tutorials Point, Available at: https://www.tutorialspoint.com/mongodb/mongodb_advantages.htm, Accessed 
29/06/2020 
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Contentful API 

Contentful is a modern content management system that allows us to create content like              

blog articles and publish them on several platforms. Contentful was purpose-built for creating             

omnichannel digital experiences. They offer a modern tech stack. 

 

● Unify content so it can be edited from a single hub 

● Structure it so it can be used in any digital channel 

● Integrate with hundreds of leading-edge tools for translation, segmentation, eCommerce          

and more 

 

Contentful follows an API-first approach, which means that all of its functionality is             

provided by APIs. 

 
Image 3:Contentful API 

 
Source: 

https://medium.com/@contentful/meet-the-example-app-your-kick-off-point-for-developing-with-contentful-345e4fa80

aef 

 

It is often compared to the other, more traditional CMS like Drupal and WordPress. The               

comparison between these platforms can be seen in the table below. 
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Table 1: A side-by-side comparison table between Contentful, WordPress and Drupal 

 Contentful WordPress Drupal 

Benefits API-based 

from the 

ground up 

Clear 

separation 

between 

content and 

visual 

presentation 

Reliably 

hosted and 

accessed 

via our CDN 

Well-docum

ented SDKs 

for the most 

popular 

programmin

g languages 

Easy to set up 

and use for 

smaller projects 

Familiar to 

developers and 

users alike 

Self-hosting 

possible 

Open-source 

Countless visual 

themes to give 

you that modern 

look 

Open-source 

Small projects can 

be deployed with 

little effort 

Self-hosting possible 

Has been around for 

years and has a 

large community of 

passionate 

developers 
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Things 

to 

consider 

Developers 

needed 

Can’t be 

installed 

locally 

Proprietary 

solution / 

code 

Only available 

as a headless 

solution from 

version 4.7 

Site owners 

must make sure 

that security 

updates are 

correctly applied 

Historically built 

with website 

content in mind, 

not content in 

general 

After installing just a 

few modules, the 

database can grow 

substantially 

The generated 

client-side code can 

be both lengthy and 

hard to grasp 

Getting started 

requires finding a 

reliable hosting 

provider (or host the 

Drupal installation 

yourself) 

Not an API-centric 

approach from the 

ground up 

 
Source: https://www.contentful.com/r/knowledgebase/contentful-vs-wordpress-vs-drupal/ 

 

 

Progressive Web App 

 
In this project, some features of PWA were added to enhance the functionality of mobile               

devices. Progressive Web Apps (PWA) are built and enhanced with modern APIs to deliver              
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native-like capabilities, reliability, and installability while reaching anyone, anywhere, on any           

device with a single codebase.   5

Main features of the PWA: 

● Reliable — Service workers (client-side proxies that pre-cache key resources)          

enable PWAs to load instantly and provide an instant, reliable experience for            

users, regardless of the network state. 

● Fast — 53% of users will abandon a site if it takes longer than 3 seconds to load!                  

And once loaded, users expect them to be fast. 

● Engaging — PWAs are installable and can live on users’ home screens without             

the need for an app store. You can specify home screen icons and the page to                

load when the app is launched. 

 
Image 4: Capabilities vs. reach of native apps, web app, and progressive web apps. 

 

Source: https://web.dev/what-are-pwas/ 

 

 

 

 

  

5 Web Dev, Available at: https://web.dev/what-are-pwas/, Accessed 02/07/2020 
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Specifications and Design 
 
 

The purpose of this section is to show and understand the general direction of the               

system, structural and visual directions, understanding decision-making, and providing         

construction guidance to possible future developers. 

 

 

Client-Side Rendering Vs Server-Side Rendering 

 
Client-side rendering (CSR) means rendering pages directly in the browser using           

JavaScript. All logic, data fetching, templating, and routing are handled on the client rather than               

the server. Client-side rendering is a reasonably new approach to rendering websites, and it              

didn’t become popular until JavaScript libraries like React started incorporating it. 

 

When we talk about client-side rendering, it’s about rendering content in the browser             

using JavaScript. So instead of getting all the content from the HTML document itself, a               

bare-bones HTML document with a JavaScript file in initial loading itself is received, which              

renders the rest of the site using the browser.  6

 

Server rendering generates the full HTML for a page on the server in response to               

navigation. This avoids additional round-trips for data fetching and templating on the client since              

it’s handled before the browser gets a response. 

 

The main difference is that for SSR your service response to the browser is the HTML of                 

your page that is ready to be rendered, while for CSR the browser gets a pretty empty                 

document that links to your javaScript. That means your browser will start rendering the HTML               

from your server without having to wait for all the JavaScript to be downloaded and executed. 

6 Medium, Available at: 
https://medium.com/@yudhajitadhikary/client-side-rendering-vs-server-side-rendering-in-react-js-next-js-b74b909c7c
51, Accessed 02/07/2020 
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Pros of Client Side Rendering: 

● Rich site interactions 

● Fast website rendering after the initial load. 

● Great for web applications. 

● Robust selection of JavaScript libraries. 

 

 
Image 5: The differences in the rendering process 

 
Source: https://developers.google.com/web/updates/2019/02/rendering-on-the-web 

 

 

 

In this project, we used client-side rendering. The initial loading time is slightly longer              

than it would be with SSR, however, those differences are not significant. SEO is carefully               

managed with a special NPM package, so the page is optimized and should get a good ranking                 

on searching engines like Google. 
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An additional test was used to check the optimization on mobile phones. The test was               

done using the site Mobile-Friendly test and the results can be seen below. 

 
Image 6: Results of a mobile-friendly test 

 
Created by author 

 

 

Branding & design 

A brand is a way a company, organization, or individual is perceived by those who               

experience it. To differentiate from other competitors on our market, branding was done when              

the old WordPress webpage was created, so we continued in that direction in a new web                

application. 

The main inspiration for the logo and colors was the surrounding area and the apartment               

itself. Adobe Color was used to create a set of colors that are used in the project. The logo is                    

inspired by the peak cooks who inhibited Topusko in a big number. The color palette can be                 

found in the next image. 
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Image 7: Color palette 

 
Created by author 

 
Image 8: Logo 

 

 
Created by author 
 

 

Highly successful businesses have well-established missions, visions, and values. But          

it’s not just for big companies and do-gooder nonprofits. Smaller brands such as ours can take a                 

more casual approach while still developing a core set of brand principles. 

We want to establish a sustainable, nature-oriented business that will attract specific            

groups of users who will enjoy nature, active holidays, and plant-based food. 

One part of our income will be donated to organizations and NGOs which protect              

endangered species and environments. We hope we will encourage others to go in that              

direction and practice sustainable tourism development. 
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Project setup 

 

The project is divided into two main services fronted with client-side rendering powered             

by React and second, a separate server is the backend side run on Node.js. All the folders and                  

configuration itself can be seen on the following image. 

 
Image 9: Project setup - frontend and backend 

  
Created by author 
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NPM & React packages 

 

The big advantage of using Node.js is that it has a rich source of 3rd party libraries and                  

packages which we can easily incorporate into our projects. Node.JS Package Manager is an              

online repository for the publishing of open-source Node. js projects. It is the world's largest               

Software Library. 

All npm packages are defined in files called package.json. The content of package.json             

must be written in JSON. In this project, two separate package.json files were created to               

manage frontend and backend services. Around 30 packages are being used currently, and             

more packages will be added in the future release.  

 

Example of package.json file: 

{ 

"name" : "test", 

"version" : "1.1", 

"description" : "An example project", 

"main" : "server.js", 

"keywords" : ["test", "DBS", "Dublin"], 

"author" : "Mario", 

"licence" : "ISC" 

} 

 

Here below are some of the most important NPM packages which were used in this               

project. 

 

React-router-dom - React Router is the standard routing library for React. It is a collection of                

navigational components that compose declaratively with our application. It has a simple API             

with powerful features like lazy code loading, dynamic route matching, and location transition             

handling built right in.  7

 

7 React Router, Available at: https://reactrouter.com/, Accessed 12/07/2020 
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Axios - Axios provides a really simple API for getting started with HTTP requests. Axios               

assumes that the communication between the client and server is in JSON format (request and               

response bodies). It could be compared with the fetch method but it has many more possibilities                

we can use in app development. 

 

Reactstrap - Reactstrap provides prebuilt Bootstrap 4 components that allow a great deal of              

flexibility and prebuilt validation. The components like Navbar, Carousel, or Drop-down menus            

were created by this CSS framework. 

 

Reach Helmet - React Helmet is a simple component that makes it easy to manage and                

dynamically set what's in the document's head section. It helps us to improve the SEO of our                 

web application. Supports all valid head tags: title, base, meta, link, script, NoScript, and style               

tags. 

 

Example: 

 

import React from "react"; 

import {Helmet} from "react-helmet"; 

class Application extends React.Component { 

  render () { 

    return ( 

        <div className="application"> 

            <Helmet> 

                <meta charSet="utf-8" /> 

                <title>My Title</title> 

                <link rel="canonical" href="http://mysite.com/example" /> 

            </Helmet> 

            ... 

        </div> 

    ); 

  } 

}; 
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Mongoose - Mongoose is an Object Data Modeling (ODM) library for MongoDB and Node. js. It                

manages relationships between data, provides schema validation, and is used to translate            

between objects in code and the representation of those objects in MongoDB.  8

 
Image 10: Object Mapping between Node and MongoDB managed via Mongoose 

 
Source: https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/introduction-to-mongoose-for-mongodb-d2a7aa593c57/ 

 

JSON Web Token - JSON Web Token (JWT) is an open standard (RFC 7519) that defines a                 

compact and self-contained way for securely transmitting information between parties as a            

JSON object. This information can be verified and trusted because it is digitally signed. JWTs               

can be signed using a secret (with the HMAC algorithm) or a public/private key pair using RSA                 

or ECDSA. In this project, it is used for the authentication of the users. Once the user is logged                   

in, each subsequent request will include the JWT, allowing the user to access routes, services,               

and resources that are permitted with that token.  9

 

 

 

8 Free Code Camp, Available at: 
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/introduction-to-mongoose-for-mongodb-d2a7aa593c57/, Accessed 12/07/2020 
9 JWT, Available at: https://jwt.io/introduction/, Accessed 12/07/2020 
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DocuSign PowerForms 

 

DocuSign PowerForms is sort of templates which can be distributed over an email or a               

link or can be embedded into a web page like it was done for the several processes in this                   

project. 

Signers can access and sign your forms on-demand, making PowerForms a way to             

capture signatures and data from people whom you do not know ahead of time.  10

 
Image 11: Check-In Form 

 

Created by author  

10 DocuSign, Available at: https://support.docusign.com/en/guides/ndse-user-guide-using-powerforms, Accessed 
15/07/2020 
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Implementation 
 

This application is run in three different servers, where two of them are located on               

Heroku, and the third one, the database server is located on MongoDB Atlas. Client-Side              

Scripting technologies are HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Server Side Scripting technologies are            

Node.js and MongoDB. 

 

Development environment 
 

As mentioned earlier, the development of web applications was divided into two main             

sections: frontend and backend. The whole development was done in Visual Code and             

WebStorm which is a very popular JavaScript IDE. The tool integrates well with other              

integrations. It runs and debugs tests with Karma, Mocha, Protractor, and Jest in WebStorm.              

We can immediately see test statuses right in the editor, or in a handy treeview from which we                  

can quickly jump to the test. 

 

Git is used from the beginning of the development process. Git is the most widely used                

modern version control system. The code which is stored in Git keeps changing as more code is                 

added. Also, many developers can add code in parallel. So the Version Control System helps in                

handling this by maintaining a history of what changes have happened. Git has a remote               

repository that is stored in a server and a local repository that is stored in the computer of each                   

developer. This means that the code is not just stored in a central server, but the full copy of the                    

code is present in all the developers’ computers.  11

 

The project is also pushed to Github, where all the parts of the development are stored,                

so if required we can always return to a specific stage in application development. GitHub is a                 

code hosting platform for version control and collaboration, we could say an online version of               

GIT. 

 

11 Free Code Camp, Available at: https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/what-is-git-and-how-to-use-it-c341b049ae61/, 
Accessed 21/07/2020 
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Image 12: Web Storm Editor 

 
Created by author 

 

 

The application is deployed on Heroku which is an example of Platform as a Service               

(PAAS). Heroku runs our apps inside dynos — smart containers on a reliable, fully managed               

runtime environment. Developers deploy their code written in Node, Ruby, Java, PHP, Python,             

Go, Scala, or Clojure to a build system which produces an app that's ready for execution.  12

Heroku offers you a ready-to-use environment that allows us to deploy the code faster              

whereas the deployment process of for example AWS service is more complicated. Some of the               

advantages of Heroku are: 

● Allows the developer to focus on code instead of infrastructure 

● Simple Horizontal & Vertical Scalability 

● Monitor and enhance performance through rich application monitoring 

● A bunch of supportive tools 

● A range of automated functionalities including the scaling, configuration, setup,          

and others.  13

 

12 Heroku, Available at: https://www.heroku.com/platforml, Accessed 22/07/2020 
13 Guru 99, Available at: https://www.guru99.com/heroku-vs-aws.html, Accessed 22/07/2020 
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MVC 
 

The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is an architectural pattern that separates an          

application into three main logical components: the model, the view, and the controller. Each of               

these components is built to handle specific development aspects of an application. It helps in               

allowing for efficient code reuse and the parallel development of the application.  

 
 
Image 13: MVC architecture 

 
Source: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/model-view-controllermvc-architecture-for-node-applications/ 
 
 

In this example, React is controlling the View component. The controller controls the             

requests of the user and then generates appropriate responses that are fed to the viewer. Then                

there is a model folder, in which we have a user model. 

 

Database Setup 
 

MongoDB Atlas is a fully-managed cloud database developed by the same people that             

build MongoDB. Atlas handles all the complexity of deploying, managing, and healing your             

deployments on the different cloud service providers. 
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The data is stored in collections which are similar to tables if compared to SQL               

databases. In MongoDB Atlas, IP addresses must be whitelisted to access the data. 

A document schema is a JSON object that allows you to define the shape and content of                 

documents and embedded documents in a collection. You can use a schema to require a               

specific set of fields, configure the content of a field, or to validate changes to a document                 

based on its beginning and ending states.  14

 
Image 14: MongoDB Atlas 

 
Created by author 

 

CD/CI 

Continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD) embody a culture, set of            

operating principles, and collection of practices that enable application development teams to            

deliver code changes more frequently and reliably. The implementation is also known as the              

CI/CD pipeline.  

This methodological approach will be used for future releases of this web application.  
 

Image 15: Continuous integration and continuous delivery  

 
Source: https://www.redhat.com/en/topics/devops/what-is-ci-cd 

14 MongoDB, Available at: https://docs.mongodb.com/realm/mongodb/document-schemas/, Accessed 26/07/2020 
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In the development stage, and certainly later in the production, there will be unexpected              

issues or bugs which will need to be monitored, fixed, tested, and released. On the tools which                 

are used for that tracking is popular JIRA by Atlassian, 

Jira was designed as a bug and issue tracker. But today, Jira has evolved into a                

powerful work management tool for all kinds of use cases, from requirements and test case               

management to agile software development.  15

 
Image 16: JIRA 

 

Source: https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira/agile  

15 Atlassian, Available at: https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira/guides/use-cases/what-is-jira-used-for, Accessed 
29/07/2020 
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Testing and Results 
 
 

The purpose of testing is to give us confidence that the app is working correctly. If all the                  

important use-cases are covered with tests we will quickly get feedback if something is broken. 

 

Components that need to be tested are those which will interact with the users like the                

submission form or payment part. The form will be using React Hooks, which allows us to use                 

state and other React features without writing a class. All the input fields will have a validation                 

logic to handle all possible entries by the users. 

 

Additionally, to manual tests, we can also use libraries like React Testing Library to              

speed up the process. The DocuSign API has already been tested for some use cases,               

however, additional tests will be created. 

 
Image 17: DocuSign Check-In Component 

 
Created by author 
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Image 18: DocuSign Check-In process 

 
Created by author 

 

 

One tool which is used for monitoring is LogRocket. This tool lets us replay what users                

do on our site, helping us to reproduce bugs and fix issues faster. It can be easily added to any                    

project and it is compatible with many tools that could be used in some new releases in the                  

future. 

 

Optimization 

In the data world, poor performance leads to an increased bounce rate. And in the               

mobile world that bounce rate may occur sooner than you think. One study shows that 53% of                 

mobile users abandon a site that takes more than 3 seconds to load.  16

 

Page speed Index and overall loading time can have a huge impact on the success of                

your project, so to improve these following actions have been done: 

● Fast web hosting 

● CDNs 

16 Google, Available at: https://marketingplatform.google.com/about/resources/, Accessed 29/07/2020 
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● Clean coding practices 

● Caching 

● Minification 

● Image optimization 

 

Heroku has very good performances and CDN. React minified the code by design so              

everything is bundled so the browsers don’t need to fetch multiple files. Image optimization was               

done by using online tools like Kraken.io so all the images have less than 100kB and most of                  

them are in a fast loading webp format. 

WebP is a modern image format that provides superior lossless and lossy compression             

for images on the web. Using WebP, webmasters, and web developers can create smaller,              

richer images that make the web faster. 

 

WebP lossless images are 26% smaller in size compared to PNGs. WebP lossy images              

are 25-34% smaller than comparable JPEG images at equivalent SSIM quality index.  17

 

Performance testing 

 
There are several tools to help us analyze page speeds and implement various fixes to               

improve them. One particularly helpful tool is called Lighthouse created by Google. For the              

testing purposes 3 separate tools we used which show the loading time and other performances               

of the old website and a new web application. 

 

Lighthouse 

 
Lighthouse is an open-source, automated tool for improving the quality of web pages.             

You can run it against any web page, public, or requiring authentication. It has audits for                

performance, accessibility, progressive web apps, SEO and more.  18

17 Google Developers, Available at: https://developers.google.com/speed/webp, Accessed 29/07/2020 
18 Google Developers, Available at: https://developers.google.com/web/tools/lighthouse, Accessed 29/07/2020 
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Images 19: Old WordPress page vs new MERN app 

 

 

 
Created by author 

 

PageSpeed Insights 

 
PageSpeed Insights (PSI) reports on the performance of a page on both mobile and              

desktop devices and provides suggestions on how that page may be improved. PSI provides              

both lab and field data about a page. Lab data is useful for debugging performance issues, as it                  

is collected in a controlled environment. However, it may not capture real-world bottlenecks.             

Field data is useful for capturing true, real-world user experience - but has a more limited set of                  

metrics. 

 

At the top of the report, PSI provides a score that summarizes the page’s performance.               

This score is determined by running Lighthouse to collect and analyze lab data about the page.                

A score of 90 or above is considered good. 50 to 90 is a score that needs improvement, and                   

below 50 is considered poor.  19

19 Google Developers, Available at: https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/v5/about, Accessed 
30/07/2020 
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Images 20: Old WordPress page vs new MERN app 
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Web Page Test 

 
WebPagetest is a tool that was originally developed by AOL for use internally and was               

open-sourced in 2008 under a BSD license. The platform is under active development on              

GitHub and is also packaged up periodically and available for download if you would like to run                 

your instance. The online version at www.webpagetest.org is run for the benefit of the              

performance community with several companies and individuals providing the testing          

infrastructure around the globe.  20

 

20  Web Page Test, Available at: https://www.webpagetest.org/about, Accessed 30/07/2020 
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Images 21: Old WordPress page vs new MERN app 

 
Created by author 
 

The loading time on the right image (new application) is 5,9 seconds while on the               

WordPress version is 10,7 seconds. Some things can still be improved in the new application,               

so the loading time could be reduced to 3-4 seconds. 

Monitoring 

Heroku offers extensive usage metrics and logs which will allow us to see the possible               

issues in the production and how to resolve them. The following metrics are gathered for all                

process types, and are averages of the metrics of the dynos of that process type for a given                  

application: 

● Memory usage 

● Dyno load 

● Events 

● Logs 
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● Alert notifications 

 

Production Check option tests our app’s configuration against a set of optional—but            

highly recommended—criteria. It makes it easy to ensure that the app’s configuration lends itself              

to maximum uptime. Moreover, it ensures that we have tools available for understanding and              

monitoring the factors that contribute to uptime. 

 
Image 22: Application metrics 

 
Created by author 

 

A Heroku app’s logs are aggregated from the output streams of all of its running               

processes, system components, and backing services. Heroku’s Logplex routes log streams           

from all of these diverse sources into a single channel, providing a foundation for              

comprehensive logging. Heroku aggregates the following categories of logs for a deployed app: 

 

1. App logs - Logging output from the application itself. This includes logs generated             

by your app’s code and dependencies. (Filter: --source app) 

2. System logs - Messages about actions taken by the Heroku platform           

infrastructure on behalf of your app, such as: restarting a crashed process,            

sleeping or waking a web dyno, or serving an error page due to a problem in your                 

app. (Filter: --source Heroku) 

3. API logs - Messages about administrative actions taken by you and other            

developers working on your app, such as: deploying new code, scaling the            

process formation, or toggling maintenance mode. (Filter: --source app --dyno          

API) 
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4. Add-on logs - Messages from add-on services. See the add-ons Dev Center            

article for details. (Filter varies by the add-on).  21

 
Image 23: Logs in Heroku 

 
Created by author 

  

21 Heroku, Available at: https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/logging, Accessed 02/08/2020 
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Conclusion and Future Works 
 
 

The whole project had a great learning path. There was a lot of uncertainty, bugs, and                

other issues that took significant time in the project. After a couple of sprints, some changes                

were made compared to the initial project proposal. Those changes were made to make the               

development and usability of the Web App better like adding Contentful API. 

Without the contentful API, we would need to have several routes for handling the CRUD               

actions, authentication system, and a separate place to store all the data like images and text. 

The first version was successfully deployed and it is in production, however, there is still               

a place for the improvement and some new features. The next version will get the following                

features: 

● Translation - Node.js has an NPM package for translation called i18next which is             

used for internationalization so the Croatian, German and Italian will be added            

languages in the next release. 

● Adding a new booking system - Currently, the users can book accommodation            

and services by sending us an inquiry and then doing an online payment. To              

improve user experience a new system will be integrated to allow online booking.  

● Integration with booking portals - We are partnering with companies like Airbnb            

and Booking so ideally a new booking system should be connected to our             

partners so there will be no need to separate management of these applications. 

 

Mentioned updates could be done in the next three to six months. The application design               

allows us to easily and new components and adds backend logic using Node. MongoDB is also                

very scalable and could easily handle all the data which would come by creating those new                

features.  
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Appendices 
 

The web app is now in a production environment and it is available for testing purposes                

over the internet. The code is published on Github where the new branches of the project are                 

added daily after the testing.  

 
Image 24: Github Repository 

 
Created by author 

 

Testing link: https://stark-harbor-53705.herokuapp.com/ 

 

All the project and development dependencies for the Frontend design can be seen in 

the following JSON file. 

 

{ 

  "name": "frontend", 
  "version": "0.1.0", 
  "private": true, 
  "dependencies": { 
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    "@testing-library/jest-dom": "^4.2.4", 
    "@testing-library/react": "^9.5.0", 
    "@testing-library/user-event": "^7.2.1", 
    "axios": "^0.19.2", 
    "classnames": "^2.2.6", 
    "headroom": "^0.2.0", 
    "moment": "^2.27.0", 
    "node-sass": "4.13.0", 
    "nouislider": "^14.5.0", 
    "react": "^16.13.1", 
    "react-bnb-gallery": "^1.1.9", 
    "react-bootstrap-switch": "^15.5.3", 
    "react-datetime": "^2.16.3", 
    "react-dom": "^16.13.1", 
    "react-google-maps": "^9.4.5", 
    "react-helmet": "^6.1.0", 
    "react-photoswipe": "^1.3.0", 
    "react-router-dom": "^5.2.0", 
    "react-scripts": "3.4.1", 
    "react-select": "^3.1.0", 
    "react-tagsinput": "^3.19.0", 
    "reactstrap": "^8.4.1" 
  }, 

  "scripts": { 
    "start": "react-scripts start", 
    "build": "react-scripts build", 
    "test": "react-scripts test", 
    "eject": "react-scripts eject" 
  }, 

  "eslintConfig": { 
    "extends": "react-app" 
  }, 

  "devDependencies": { 
    "concurrently": "^5.2.0" 
  } 

} 
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The following code snippet is showing all the packages used for back-end development. 

{ 

  "name": "project", 

  "version": "1.0.0", 

  "description": "Apartment Dimac Web App", 

  "main": "server.js", 

  "engines":{"node": "12.16.2"}, 

  "scripts": { 

    "start": "node server.js", 

    "server": "nodemon server.js", 

    "client": "npm start --prefix frontend", 

    "dev": "concurrently \"npm run server\" \"npm run client\"", 

    "heroku-postbuild": "NPM_CONFIG_PRODUCTION=false npm install --prefix 
frontend && npm run build --prefix frontend" 

  }, 

  "repository": { 

    "type": "git", 

    "url": "git+https://github.com/mariodimac7/apartmanDimac.git" 

  }, 

  "keywords": [], 

  "author": "", 

  "license": "ISC", 

  "bugs": { 

    "url": "https://github.com/mariodimac7/apartmanDimac/issues" 

  }, 
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  "homepage": "https://github.com/mariodimac7/apartmanDimac#readme", 

  "dependencies": { 

    "bcryptjs": "^2.4.3", 

    "body-parser": "^1.19.0", 

    "config": "^3.3.1", 

    "cookie-parser": "^1.4.5", 

    "cors": "^2.8.5", 

    "dotenv": "^8.2.0", 

    "express": "^4.17.1", 

    "jsonwebtoken": "^8.5.1", 

    "loadash": "^1.0.0", 

    "mongoose": "^5.9.20", 

    "morgan": "^1.10.0", 

    "nodemailer": "^6.4.10", 

    "winston": "^3.3.3" 

  }, 

  "devDependencies": { 

    "concurrently": "^5.2.0", 

    "nodemon": "^2.0.4" 

  } 

} 
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Database Setup with the user schema can be found in the following code snippets. 

const mongoose = require('mongoose'); 

const config = require('config'); 

const db = config.get('mongoURI'); 

 

const connectDB = async () => { 

  try { 

    await mongoose.connect(db, { 

      useNewUrlParser: true, 

      useCreateIndex: true, 

      useFindAndModify: false, 

      useUnifiedTopology: true, 

    }); 

 

    console.log('MongoDB Connected...'); 

  } catch (err) { 

    console.error(err.message); 

    process.exit(1); 

  } 

}; 

 

module.exports = connectDB; 

 

const mongoose = require('mongoose'); 
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const UserSchema = mongoose.Schema({ 

  name: { 

    type: String, 

    required: true 

  }, 

  email: { 

    type: String, 

    required: true, 

    unique: true 

  }, 

  password: { 

    type: String, 

    required: true 

  }, 

  username: { 

    type: String, 

    required: true 

  }, 

  date: { 

    type: Date, 

    default: Date.now 

  }, 

  isAdmin: { 

      type: Boolean, 

      default: false 

  } 
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}); 

 

module.exports = mongoose.model('user', UserSchema); 

 

 

 

NodeMailer is used for handling the contact form. 

const nodemailer = require('nodemailer'); 

const {output} = require('../mail-templates/output'); 

require('dotenv').config(); 

 

exports.handleEmail = (req, res) => { 

    const data = req.body; 

 

    // create reusable transporter object using the default SMTP transport 

    let transporter = nodemailer.createTransport({ 

      host: 'mail.dimac.hr', 

      port: 587, 

      secure: false, // true for 465, false for other ports 

      auth: { 

        user: process.env.USER, 

        pass: process.env.PASS  

    }, 

      tls:{ 

        rejectUnauthorized:false 
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      } 

    }); 

  

    // setup email data with unicode symbols 

    let mailOptions = { 

        from: '"Apartments Dimac" info@dimac.hr',  

        to: 'mario@dimac.hr',  

        subject: `New enquiry from ${req.body.firstname}`,  

        text: 'Contact Form',  

        html: output(data),  

        /* attachments: [ 

          { 

            filename: 'mailtrap.png', 

            path: __dirname + '/mailtrap.png', 

            cid: 'uniq-mailtrap.png'  

          } 

        ] */ 

    }; 

 

    // send mail with defined transport object 

    transporter.sendMail(mailOptions, (error, info) => { 

        if (error) { 

          res.json({ 

            status: 'fail' 

          }) 

          //return console.log(error); 
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        } else { 

          res.json({ 

            status: 'success' 

           }) 

        } 

        console.log('Message sent: %s', info.messageId);  

  

    }); 

}; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

App.js is the main component where all other components are imported. Routes are handled by               

a separate file for a cleaner code and easier maintenance. 

import React, {Fragment, useEffect, useState} from 'react'; 

import {BrowserRouter as Router, Switch, Route} from 'react-router-dom'; 

import Axios from 'Axios'; 

 

//Additional styling 

import './App.css'; 

 

//Layout Components 
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import NavbarMain from './components/layout/NavbarMain'; 

import Footer from './components/layout/Footer'; 

 

//Pages Components 

import Home from './components/pages/Home'; 

import Routes from './components/routing/Routes'; 

 

//import authentication methods 

import { getToken, removeUserSession, setUserSession } from 
'Utils/Common'; 

 

function App() { 

  const [authLoading, setAuthLoading] = useState(true); 

  

  useEffect(() => { 

    const token = getToken(); 

    if (!token) { 

      return; 

    } 

  

 

axios.get(`http://localhost:5000/verifyToken?token=${token}`).then(respons
e => { 

      setUserSession(response.data.token, response.data.user); 

      setAuthLoading(false); 

    }).catch(error => { 

      removeUserSession(); 
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      setAuthLoading(false); 

    }); 

  }, []); 

  

  if (authLoading && getToken()) { 

    return <div className="content">Checking Authentication...</div> 

  } 

 

  return ( 

    <Router> 

      <Fragment> 

        <NavbarMain /> 

          <Switch> 

            <Route exact path='/' component={Home} /> 

            <Route component={Routes} /> 

          </Switch> 

        <Footer/> 

      </Fragment> 

    </Router> 

  ); 

  

} 

 

export default App; 
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DocuSign API is used for check in and payment process. 

import React, { useState } from "react"; 

//import SectionBlog from "./SectionBlog"; 

 

function CheckInForm() { 

 

  const [isMousedOver, setMouseOver] = useState(false); 

 

  const [fullname, setFullName] = useState(""); 

  const [email, setEmail] = useState(""); 

 

  function handleClick() { 

    window.open( 

 

`https://eu.docusign.net/Member/PowerFormSigning.aspx?PowerFormId=461e46e9

-341a-4ed2-9f3a-074a17ed3fc8&env=eu&acct=ddf041e1-a9f7-4852-bbe4-6c50b59e2

f09&Guest_UserName=${fullname}&Guest_Email=${email}` 

    ); 

    console.log(); 

  } 

 

  function handleMouseOver() { 

    setMouseOver(true); 

  } 
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  function handleMouseOut() { 

    setMouseOver(false); 

  } 

 

  return ( 

    <section className="checkin"> 

    <div className="container-checkin"> 

      <input 

        type="text" 

        name={fullname} 

        onChange={e => setFullName(e.target.value)} 

        placeholder="Full Name" 

      /> 

      <input 

        type="text" 

        name={email} 

        onChange={e => setEmail(e.target.value)} 

        placeholder="Email Address" 

      /> 

      <button 

        style={{ backgroundColor: isMousedOver ? "black" : "white" }} 

        onClick={handleClick} 

        onMouseOver={handleMouseOver} 

        onMouseOut={handleMouseOut} 

      > 

        Start check-in 
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      </button> 

    </div> 

    </section> 

  ); 

} 

 

export default CheckInForm; 
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